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Abstract
We propose a new approach that utilizes semantic information to register 2D monocular video frames to the world using 3D geo-referenced data, for augmented reality driving applications. The geo-registration process uses our predicted vehicle pose to generate a rendered depth map for each frame, allowing 3D graphics to be convincingly blended with the real world view. We also estimate absolute depth values for dynamic objects, up to 120 meters, based on the rendered depth map and update the rendered depth map to reflect scene changes over time. This process also creates opportunistic global heading measurements, which are fused with other sensors, to improve estimates of the 6 degrees-of-freedom global pose of the vehicle over state-of-the-art outdoor augmented reality systems [5, 18, 19]. We evaluate the navigation accuracy and depth map quality of our system on a driving vehicle within various large-scale environments for producing realistic augmentations.

Index Terms: augmented reality, autonomous navigation, depth estimation, geo-registration, scene understanding

1 Introduction
Augmented reality for driving can enhance our experience during military training, video gaming, and road traveling. It can provide situation awareness through in-car head-up displays or other display devices, by offering simulated visual information mixed with a live video feed of the user’s real view. For example, soldiers can operate ground vehicles on physical terrain and engage virtual entities in real views for tactical and gunnery training [5]. For automotive systems, it can identify a crossing pedestrian and show a time-to-collision warning to help the driver to avoid an accident [20]. It can also act as a tour guide or provide entertainment to passengers, for example by highlighting famous buildings in the real world.

There are two major requirements for such augmented reality driving systems: Estimating accurate 3D position and 3D orientation of the vehicle in a geo-referenced coordinate system, and reconstructing full 3D dynamic scenes perceived through the camera installed on the vehicle. Virtual objects need to be precisely inserted in the video based on the estimated poses of the vehicle. The presence of drift or jitter on inserted objects will disturb the user’s illusion of the mix of the rendered and real world.

The reconstructed 3D dynamic scenes, which are represented as dense depth maps, handle the occlusion relationship between real objects and virtual objects for producing realistic augmentations in these systems. However, methods based on stereo cameras or time of flight sensors have a very short range (typically up to 20 meters) for depth estimation. They are not able to allow the driver to perceive the augmented information in time to respond.

The current solution in automotive industry is to use costly and bulky 3D scanning sensors (such as a Light Detection and Ranging sensor, or LIDAR) with a GPS (global positioning system) device on each ground vehicle. This approach uses the LIDAR sensor to geo-localize the vehicle within 3D geo-referenced data, which is also acquired using a LIDAR sensor and annotated in world coordinate beforehand. Sparse 3D global point clouds obtained from the scanning sensor can then be projected to the image perceived from a camera for enabling limited augmentations.

In this paper, we propose a new approach (Figure 1) for enabling augmented reality driving applications. Our approach significantly reduces the sensor cost required for our augmented reality driving system on each ground vehicle1 by using a monocular camera instead of expensive 3D scanning sensors. Each 2D video frame cap-
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Figure 1: An example of our augmented reality driving system for military vehicle training: (a) input video frame, (b) semantic segmentation (different classes are represented with different colors), (c) our predicted depth map, including estimated depth information of real pedestrians (d) overlay of geo-registered video frame with a successful refined skyline over the 2.5D rendered image, and (e) augmented reality rendering result, including a virtual helicopter behind two real pedestrians and a virtual character. For (c)(d), depth color ranges from red to green, for small to large distance respectively.

1The current solution (LIDAR, GPS, and other sensors) in automotive industry on each ground vehicle typically costs more than $10,000: For example, Velodyne’s LIDAR on Google’s self-driving car costs at least $8,000. The total sensor cost for our solution (a monocular camera, non-differential GPS, and a low-cost IMU) on each ground vehicle is less than $2,000.
In Section 7, we evaluate our system against a state-of-the-art outdoor augmented reality system, which has been used for military vehicle training [5] and observer training [18, 19]. We show our approach improves both navigation accuracy and depth map quality for driving within vehicle training environments and urban areas (including dense and crowded places, such as downtown streets with buildings and traffic). We also discuss the limitation of our system. Conclusions are made in Section 8.

2 Related Work

In this section, we provide a brief overview of related work to our system (Figure 2) to produce a realistic augmented reality view.

2.1 Navigation for Augmented Reality Driving

The demanding navigation accuracy requirements for augmented driving reality systems can be met by fusing high precision differential GPS with high-end IMU sensors, or using LIDAR sensor data to geo-localize the vehicle within a pre-built geo-referenced map. However, both solutions are prohibitively expensive for commercial applications.

There are recent methods that fuse feature tracks [5, 10, 18, 19] perceived from low-cost monocular cameras with low-cost IMUs to filter corrupted GPS readings and to improve motion estimation over time for outdoor augmented reality applications. The closest work to our system is [5], which leverages the navigation algorithm from [18, 19] to provide precise and stable real-time 6-DOF pose estimation for military vehicle training.

However, unlike our system, all these works cannot obtain absolute measurements other than GPS to improve global pose estimation. They also do not consider either 3D reconstruction or semantic interpretation to apply dynamic occlusion of objects for an accurate augmented environment.

2.2 Image-Based Geo-Registration

The literature on image-based geo-localization is large. One general approach that closely relates to our work registers the input 2D image to untextured 2.5D geo-referenced maps, such as digital elevation models from 2D cadastral maps with building height information. Among of all the sources for untextured 2.5D geo-referenced maps, LIDAR provides direct 3D sensing and relatively dense sampling of the environment. There are many methods [2, 14] that match features such as building outlines and skylines between the input image and geo-referenced model from LIDAR data. These methods either match all possible locations or search over a feature database that covers the entire target area. In contrast, we utilize a predicted pose from our navigation module for direct alignment and then refine the pose by matching skyline observations.

Related to our approach, there are also works which use an initial pose followed by pose refinement. For example, Arth et al. [1] aligns straight line segments and 2.5D city map model to refine the pose. Karlekar et al. [12] refines a pose by matching a rendered 3D model to an input 2D image. However, these methods are only used for initialization [1, 12] in pedestrian SLAM (simultaneous localization and mapping) systems, allowing for slower than real-time computation, while we aim to perform geo-registration continuously in real time to fulfill the demanding requirements for augmented reality driving.

2.3 Depth Estimation of Dynamic Objects

Detecting objects in the scene and performing occlusion with 3D graphics is required for many augmented reality applications. However, previous approaches all have their limits. For example, depth sensors such as stereo cameras have a very short sensing range (up to 20 meters) and cannot detect distant objects. Time of flight sensors also have a short sensing range, and most do not work outdoors.
Expensive 3D scanning sensors, such as LIDAR, can work outdoors (up to 120 meters) but obtain relatively sparse 3D information.

For approaches involving a monocular camera, there are SLAM methods [15, 16] that perform real-time scene reconstruction during navigation. They estimate the depth map of the current image through small-baseline stereo matching over temporally nearby video frames. However, they generate relatively sparse depth maps and cannot recover the absolute scale of the reconstructed scene.

In this paper, we propose a new approach using a monocular camera. We infer dynamic occlusion of objects based on semantic segmentation of the video frame using a deep learning network, and recover the depth of objects with absolute scale by comparing them to 2.5D rendered scene images generated from 3D reference data. Due to recent advances with deep learning, semantic segmentation on video frames [3, 22] can be solved with high accuracy. Our work also improves the state of the art by increasing the computational speed of semantic segmentation, so that a full high-resolution depth map can be generated for each frame from 10Hz videos in real time. Our approach is able to estimate depth for objects up to 120 meters, which is the same sensing range as expensive 3D scanning sensors.

3 Semantic Geo-Registration

In this section, we describe our semantic geo-registration process, which registers each 2D image to the world using a 2.5D rendered image generated from 3D geo-referenced data. As shown in Figure 2, this module contributes to both our scene understanding module and vehicle navigation module for augmented reality driving.

3.1 Real-Time Rendering

For geo-referenced data, we use 3D data acquired from an airborne LIDAR sensor instead of traditional collections from the ground. Collecting data from the ground can be cumbersome, since the vehicle may need to be driven around the city and must deal with traffic. Aerial collection can cover a large area more quickly, and obtained data with higher resolutions. However, due to drastic view-point changes and different modalities, matching directly between 2D ground images and 3D aerial data becomes a difficult problem.

To circumvent this problem, we employ a real-time rendering system that produces 2.5D rendered images based on the predicted ground viewpoint from our vehicle navigation module. The rendering system is able to utilize pre-collected aerial LIDAR data to generate geo-referenced rendered images with proper depth and edge discontinuities, based on the given viewpoint. The viewpoint is given as a 3D global pose with possible heading range (uncertainty) predicted from our vehicle navigation module. As shown in Figure 1, the 2.5D rendered image is composed to cover a viewpoint range predicted from our vehicle navigation module.

Without having to model the structures scanned by the aerial LIDAR (which can be a quite difficult task), our system is able to render (using a graphics API such as OpenGL) the LIDAR point cloud from any arbitrary view, simulating the pose and parameters of the real camera. This is accomplished by rendering each point in the potentially sparse LIDAR collect as a sphere whose radius is a function of distance from the virtual camera and local point density. This technique produces a depth image with minimized holes, where the gaps are filled in by the adaptive radii of the spheres used to represent each point.

The rendering process is made computationally efficient by the use of GPU parallel processing. The actual generation of the point spheres takes place on the GPU during the graphics API’s fragment processing step. The generation of the spheres is accomplished on the fly and in a highly parallel manner.

3.2 Semantic Segmentation

Our system is designed to work with any pre-trained network that can generate a dense segmentation labels on video frames. We have integrated both SegNet [3] and ICNet [22], and eventually chose SegNet because of its superior accuracy from our experiments. The SegNet architecture is an encoder-decoder network, which consists of 4 layers for both the encoder and the decoder. It labels each pixel for the input video frame into 12 different semantic class labels: Sky, Building, Pole, Road Marking, Road, Pavement, Tree, Sign Symbol, Fence, Vehicle, Pedestrian, and Bike.

Note the original computation speed of the SegNet model is slow. To fulfill our computation requirements to conduct semantic segmentation for each input video frame in real time, we extend the method from [21] for convolution networks to convert the SegNet model into a low rank approximation of itself, by also removing redundant kernels in each de-convolution layer.

This conversion improves the efficiency of the SegNet model: The segmentation time is improved from 160 ms to 89 ms to process one image on a Nvidia K40 GPU. Similar accuracy to the original pre-trained SegNet is maintained by fine-tuning this low-rank approximation.

3.3 Geo-Alignment

Our geo-alignment process then directly overlays the semantic segmentation result of the input video frame to the actual predicted region (based on predicted heading from vehicle navigation module, without uncertainty range) over the rendered depth map. Both semantic segmentation result and correspondent region on the rendered depth map are then sent to our scene understanding module.

3.4 Refinement

Our refinement process then further refines the registered position of semantic segmentation from Section 3.3 within the 2.5D rendered image from Section 3.1. Because the flight altitude during 3D aerial LIDAR data collections is typically high, there are relatively smaller number of points being sampled from vertical surfaces due to occlusions. Top surfaces of solid objects, such as roof of buildings, are sampled with denser points in LIDAR data. To exploit these dense sampled points, we choose to derive and to use skyline features from the video images for refinement. We also installed our camera on top of the ground vehicle, from which it is easier to observe skylines in the scene.

The skyline feature can be easily extracted from the semantic segmentation of the input image, by separating the sky class and non-sky classes. It can also be directly derived from the 2.5D rendered image by checking the depth information. We then apply distance transform [9] on the extracted binary skyline from 2.5D rendered image to generate a distance map, whose pixel values equal to the closest distance to the nearest skyline pixel.

The skyline extracted from the input video frame is then treated as a template T. We utilize the old, but elegant chamfer matching method [4], which naturally handles possible skyline variations due to scene changes from past reference data, to find the best alignment of T over D. The chamfer matching method is slightly modified for our process as the following formulation:

$$\arg\min_k \sum_{n=1}^{N} T(n_0, j_n)D(i_n + k, j_n). \tag{1}$$

For each possible position on D (shifted horizontally by parameter k in pixels), it sums up the distance transform values for all N skyline pixels on T. The position with the minimum summation of distance transform values represents best alignment.

Note the height of our camera to the ground is known and fixed. The estimation of roll and pitch for the camera pose, from our navigation module, is also reliable due to the gravity direction measured by the IMU sensor. Therefore, our chamfer matching process checks only 1D correlations (along horizontal axis) over D and the horizontal shift k is also bounded by the heading uncertainty from
our pose prior (typically less than 10 degrees). Therefore, the entire process becomes extremely fast. For the best alignment position of $T$ over $D$, we define a confidence value based on the overlapped percentage of skylines between $T$ and $D$. If the confidence value is below a threshold (currently 75%), we treat it as a wrong match.

If the best registered horizontal position is a successful match, it is used to define a global heading measurement for the vehicle (assuming the heading of the vehicle is the same as the camera view) for our vehicle navigation module.

### 4 Vehicle Navigation

Our vehicle navigation module incorporates sensing information from IMU, GPS, and a monocular camera. It updates pose estimation at our camera frame rate (10Hz) and can provide predicted poses (IMU rate, 100Hz) for our system.

#### 4.1 IMU Motion Model

We define the navigation state of the ground vehicle at time $i$ as $x_i = \{p_i, v_i, b_i\}$. Each state $x$ covers three kinds of nodes: the pose node $p$ includes 3D translation $t$ and 3D rotation $R$, the velocity node $v$ represents 3D velocity in the world coordinate system, and $b$ denotes sensor-specific bias block which are varied for different sensors. Note that the 3D rotation $R$ represents the rotation from the world coordinate system to the local body’s coordinate system, while the 3D translation $t$ represents the position of the local coordinate system’s origin in the world coordinate system. To simplify the notation, we assume all sensors have the same center, which is the origin of the body coordinate system.

A navigation state is created when a camera image comes, and we use the multi-state sliding-window filter architecture to process current and past navigation states inside a buffer. Currently we set the buffer length as 4 seconds, and marginalize old states when they move out of the buffer.

In our system, the IMU sensor produces measurements at a much higher rate (100Hz) than other sensors. We integrate these high-frequency IMU measurements, and formulate them as the underlying motion model across two sequential navigation states. Denoting with $a_{i-1:i}$ and $\theta_{i-1:i}$ all the accelerometer and gyroscope measurements collected between two consecutive navigation states (at time $i - 1$ and $i$), the way to formulate the IMU motion constraint is via integration of $a_{i-1:i}$ and $\theta_{i-1:i}$:

$$x_i = x_{i-1} + m_i(a_{i-1:i}, \theta_{i-1:i})$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $m_i$ denotes the function integrating the accelerations and rotation rates. We use the pre-integration theory [13] to perform IMU integration in the local frame at time $i - 1$ rather than in the global frame as used in traditional IMU mechanization [5, 18, 19]. The subscript “I” in $m_i$ denotes the fact that the integration computes quantities in the local frame. In this way, the integration computes “changes” between the state at time $i - 1$ and $i$, which are independent of the state at time $i - 1$.

When there are delayed measurements (such as visual measurements generated after refinement process in the geo-registration module) older than time $i - 1$ received in the buffer, our filter directly propagates and updates the influence from delayed measurements through IMU motion inside our buffer to the estimated state at newest time ($> i - 1$), without the need of repeating the IMU integration at every change of $x_{i-1}$.

This IMU motion model generates 6 DOF relative pose and corresponding velocity change between time $i - 1$ and $i$. The model also tracks the IMU-specific bias as part of the state variables, assuming a random-walk model for the IMU bias evolution. This process replaces the system dynamics with the motion derived from IMU propagation, allowing for better handling of the uncertainty propagation through the whole system.

#### 4.2 IMU-Based Pose Prediction

Our IMU motion model is also able to generate a reliable pose prediction for each incoming video frame quickly enough for low-latency augmented reality systems. As shown in Figure 3, video processing for the frame arriving at time $i$ has not finished when the navigation state $x_i$ is created with the arrival of the video frame. The IMU motion model integrates all IMU readings between time $i - 1$ and $i$, and predicts a 6DOF pose (3D position and 3D orientation) at time $i$ by propagating relative pose change from $x_{i-1}$. This approach provides the predicted pose at time $i$ needed by the LIDAR renderer, and the linearization point [13] for navigation state $x_i$ which is necessary to linearize and fuse GPS and visual measurements. Once the video processing for frame at time $i$ is done, our filter is able to fuse its visual measurements and to update navigation state $x_i$ in our model, improving future predictions.

#### 4.3 Visual Odometry and GPS

Our navigation module updates the estimation of navigation states using measurements from GPS and derived from the monocular camera images. The GPS reading reports the 3D position of the moving vehicle in the world coordinate system. It directly updates the translation part $t$ of the pose node for our navigation state.

For camera images, our system uses Harris corner detector [11] and BRIEF descriptor [6], to detect and to match visual point features across consecutive sequential frames. We also reject feature outliers using pairwise epipolar constraints and RANSAC verification [17] across frames. Our current processing time is 15 milliseconds to process around 850 features for an image size of 640 pixels by 480 pixels using a single core of an Intel i7 CPU running at 2.80 GHz. Accepted tracked features then become measurements to update relative motion between navigation states $x_{i-1}$ and $x_i$.

We also check consistency among GPS and camera measurements for outlier rejection. Sequential measurements from the same sensor needs to be consistent to the relative motion change predicted from IMU model. We use this rule to verify both relative position change from sequential GPS readings and relative motion estimated from camera feature tracks across frames.

#### 4.4 Global Heading Update

The horizontal position of successful refined skyline alignment from Section 3.4 determines a global heading angle, or equivalently the yaw angle for the input video frame at time $i$. We model this global heading reading as a measurement which updates the vehicle rotation $R_i$ in our navigation state. In particular, we first convert the rotation matrix $R_i$ to the corresponding roll, pitch, yaw representation according to the following model, which represents this measurement $z$ using the function $h$ for navigation state $x_i$ with measurement noise $w$:

$$z = h(x_i) + w = yaw(R_i) + w,$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $yaw$ denotes a function that takes a 3D rotation as input and returns the corresponding yaw angle. During the update process
in our multi-state filter, in order to introduce the linearized model for (3), we note that, given a linearization point \( \hat{R}_t \) for the current rotation, we can write (3) equivalently as:

\[
\delta z = h(x_t) + w = yaw(\hat{R}_t \exp(\theta_t)) + w, \tag{4}
\]

where \( \exp \) is the exponential map \cite{7} for the rotation group which converts a 3D vector in the tangent space at the identity into a rotation matrix, and \( \theta_t \in \mathbb{R}^3 \) is a rotation vector describing a rotation (also referred to as exponential coordinates). Note that the introduction of the exponential coordinates \( \theta_t \) is necessary to describe small angular perturbations with respect to the linearization point \( \hat{R}_t \). We can now write the linearized model

\[
\delta z = J \delta \theta_t + w, \quad J = \frac{\partial yaw}{\partial \theta_t} \tag{5}
\]

Using the above model, our multi-state sliding-window filter is able to use these global heading readings to directly correct vehicle heading at video frame rate.

Note our filter is also able to propagate the influence from each global heading measurement over a long period of time in the future through IMU motion (Section 4.1). In this way, even with infrequent global heading measurements, our vehicle navigation module is able to improve the overall navigation accuracy.

5 Scene Understanding

Our scene understanding module aims to recover the depth of new objects and dynamic scene with absolute scale by comparing each 2D input video frame and correspondent 2.5D rendered image (Section 3.3) from previous 3D aerial LIDAR data. It generates a full scene depth map for augmented reality applications, by verifying each object hypothesis from semantic segmentation (Section 3.2) and respecting dynamic scene change from past data.

5.1 Object Hypothesis Verification

Note the semantic segmentation process (Section 3.2) labels image pixels into 12 classes. We then define these 12 classes into 5 different categories: sky, tree, ground (road marking, road, and pavement), dynamic objects (vehicle, pedestrian, and bike), and static objects (building, fence, sign symbol, and pole).

We generate object candidates based on grouping segmented regions for dynamic objects and static objects. For each object candidate \( o \), we assign a true-positive flag \( t \) to the candidate region \( m \) for \( o \). \( t = true \) if the candidate region actually belongs to the object class. We then model the interaction between the object and the 3D ground plane \( G \) as \( p(t|m,G) \), which is the probability that the candidate is true positive given the candidate region \( m \) and the ground plane \( G \). We assume the 3D ground plane is locally flat around the vehicle, and corresponds to ground semantic category in the image. The 3D ground plane can then be easily estimated based on the ground regions in the rendered depth map from 3D aerial LIDAR data. We denote the 3D ground plane as \( G = \{ n, h, f \} \), where \( n \) is the ground plane’s normal, \( h \) is the distance between camera and ground, and \( f \) is focal length for the camera. We then formulate

\[
p(t = true|m,G) \propto p(t = true|d) = N(d; 0, \sigma_d). \tag{6}
\]

This formulation shows that we use \( d \), which is the distance between object centroid to ground, to determine whether the candidate is true instead of using \( G \) directly. We model \( p(t = true|d) \) as a Gaussian distribution with mean \( \theta \) and variance \( \sigma_d \), which we learned from training data for the object class.

To estimate \( d \), assuming we have some prior knowledge about the real scale \( c \) of the object class (such as the normal human height for pedestrian), we can approximate the distance \( r \) between object to the camera from the object height \( f \) in the image and focal length \( f \) as follows.

\[
r \approx \frac{c f}{I}, \tag{7}
\]

The 3D coordinate \( O \) for the centroid of object candidate \( o \) can then be approximated based on its 2d coordinate \( u \) and \( v \) as follows.

\[
O \approx \frac{r}{\sqrt{(\frac{u}{f})^2 + (\frac{v}{f})^2 + 1}} \left( \begin{array}{c} u \\ v \\ 1 \end{array} \right), \tag{8}
\]

The distance \( d \) between object centroid and the ground plane can then be computed based on the 3D coordinate \( O \) for object centroid, the ground plane’s normal \( n \), and the distance between camera and ground \( h \).

\[
d = O^T n + h, \tag{9}
\]

Based on the above equations, the true-positive probability \( p(t|m,G) \) for each object candidate can be computed. Candidates with probability bigger than our defined threshold pass our verification. We then estimate the depth for each object, by propagating absolute depth values from the rendered ground plane to the object through the intersection between them. Simple 3D class models with techniques from [8] are used for depth propagation.

As shown in Figure 1, our hypothesis verification process is able to filter out incorrect object candidates from semantic segmentation, such as the yellow poles in Figure 1(b). Only two pedestrians pass the verification and their depth values are generated. False positive candidates all get rejected.

5.2 Dynamic Scene Reasoning

The current perceived scene may change across time for the same environment. The reference data may be outdated and does not reveal new information. For example, trees may grow and there may be new poles which do not exist before, as shown in Figure 4. Pedestrians can also appear or move out of the scene.

Therefore, in addition to depth estimation for object categories in Section 5.1, we also update the rendered depth map to reflect scene changes for other three categories: sky, tree, and ground. Since the segmentation accuracy \cite{3} for these three categories (especially sky) is very high, we simply accept all segmented labels for these three categories to update the depth map. The depth value for sky pixels is assigned to infinity, while the depth values for pixels of ground categories can be estimated by the 3D ground plane in Section 5.1. For any pixel with the tree label, if the rendered depth value is infinity (originally sky), we assign its depth value by sampling nearby trees.

After our module estimates depth for new objects and changed scene, a final full high-resolution depth map for the input video frame can be used to fuse rendered elements with the real world for augmented reality applications.

6 Augmented Reality Rendering through Display Devices

Our augmented reality rendering module (Figure 2) combines both the full depth map from our scene understanding module and the predicted pose from our vehicle navigation module from each incoming video frame for realistic augmentation. It is built using the Unity 3D game engine, which allows for easy inclusion of animated characters and effects that add to the realism of the generated scene.

For each incoming video frame, this module first copies the original video imagery from the camera and requests the predicted camera pose from vehicle navigation module. It also loads the full depth map predicted from our scene understanding module into the depth buffer. To ensure pixels on virtual items blocked by real objects will be occluded, virtual entities or effects are then rendered to the scene using the depth buffer and received camera pose.
7 Experiments

Our augmented reality driving system incorporates a low-cost non-differential GPS, a 100Hz MEMS Microstrain GX4 IMU, and one 10Hz front-facing monocular Point Grey camera on the vehicle for experiments. To evaluate the accuracy from our augmented reality system, we also installed an expensive high-precision differential GPS, which was used only for generating 6 DOF global pose (fused with IMU) for the vehicle as ground truth. All sensors are calibrated and triggered through hardware synchronization. The computation hardware for our system is a Gigabyte Brix gaming/ultra-compact computer with Intel i5 CPU and NVIDIA GPU.

We validate our approach against our own implementation of a state-of-the-art outdoor augmented reality system [5, 18, 19], which has been used for military vehicle training and observer training. Although this system incorporates the same set of sensors as our system, its filter architecture and IMU mechanism formulation are different from our system (Section 4.1). It does not perform geo-registration to improve pose estimation, and does not consider 3D scene reconstruction for producing more realistic augmentations.

We conduct experiments on two environments to evaluate performance from four perspectives: heading refinement precision, navigation accuracy, depth map quality, augmented rendering quality.

The first environment is a training field, including unpaved roads and country roads, which is similar to [5, 18, 19] for military training. There are 4 sequences: each sequence is around 5.5 minutes and 3.1 kilometers. The driving speed can be as high as 60 mph (miles per hour), but it is usually between 20–50 mph.

The second environment is a large-scale urban city. It includes dense and crowded places, such as downtown streets with a variety of buildings and traffic, which are more challenging. There are 3 sequences: each sequence is around 12 minutes and 5.08 kilometers. The driving speed is mostly slow (10–20 mph) due to the traffic.

7.1 Heading Refinement Precision

We first evaluate our skyline refinement process (Section 3.4) in geo-registration module. Note we compute the matched skyline percentage for each skyline refinement, and use it as the threshold for selection. Currently we choose 75% as the threshold, which gets much more successful matches during driving (comparing to 90%, as shown in Figure 5). More than half of video frames get successful skyline refinements in training field, and the median error of the selected heading measurements is 1.2944 degree.

However, as shown in Figure 6, the skyline refinement procedure (Section 7.1) fails more often in urban city, because the skyline in the camera scene is easier to be occluded due to a variety of buildings or trees. The percentage of video frames with successful skyline refinements decreases to 36.97% over 5 km driving. The median error of selected heading measurements is 0.9850 degree.

7.2 Navigation Accuracy

We compare our performance against a baseline system and the system from [5, 18, 19] to evaluate the navigation accuracy of our augmented reality system during driving. The baseline system is a simplified version of our system: It generates results from our vehicle navigation module without using global heading measurements (Section 4.4). Both our baseline system and the system from [5, 18, 19] fuse only feature track measurements from the monocular camera and do not perform geo-registration.

As shown in Figure 7, global heading measurements improves the heading estimation for navigation accuracy in our system over our baseline system and the system from [5, 18, 19]. Using our rendering system with display devices, we found estimated heading error less than 2 degrees is required for producing realistic augmentations. Other two systems are unable to generate global heading estimation with such required accuracy in urban city, especially on downtown streets (the heading error is more than 4 degrees).

By fusing global heading measurements with other sensor measurements (non-differential GPS, IMU, and feature tracks), the final
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crowded places for a long period of time.

The global heading measurements also further influence posi-
tion variables through motion propagation within our filter (Figure
8). We also use terrain height from geo-referenced data to correct
the height in our estimated pose. Therefore, the error from our esti-
ated position is mainly from the horizontal direction.

7.4 Augmented Rendering Quality
Our system creates augmentations (Section 6) on live video feeds,
by utilizing the global pose (position and orientation) from our ve-
hicle navigation module and the depth map from our scene under-
standing module. Figure 11 shows snapshots over our two evalu-
ated environments (training field, urban city) from our augmented
videos during driving. The inserted virtual objects are placed pre-
cisely and appear stable in the driver’s view. On the training field,
the occlusion relationship between virtual helicopters and real ob-
jects (pedestrians and the bush) is also maintained correctly for re-
alistic visualization using depths estimated from our system.

Note the system from [5, 18, 19] fails to produce realistic aug-
mentations for either of these two situations in Figure 11: It cannot
handle occlusion relationship on training fields, and is unable to
estimate accurate global heading on downtown streets.

8 Conclusions
We propose an effective and inexpensive approach to fulfill two
major requirements for augmented reality driving applications: Es-
timating precise 6 DOF global pose of the vehicle, and reconstruc-
ting 3D dynamic scenes perceived from the vehicle camera. Our
approach directly extracts the semantic information from a monoc-
ular video camera using a pre-trained deep learning network, and is
registered to 2.5D images rendered from 3D geo-referenced data.

The geo-registration process provides opportunistic global head-
ing measurements to our vehicle navigation module to improve its
estimation of global pose over state-of-the-art augmented reality
systems [5, 18, 19]. Our scene understanding module generates
a full depth map for each video frame, by combing its semantic
segmentation and the predicted rendered depth map from 3D refer-
ence data. It computes depth for dynamic objects up to 120 meters,
and updates 3D scene changes over time. The combination of ve-
hicle poses and depth maps using our approach enables realistic
augmented reality driving experience, especially on training fields.

To extend our system beyond applications for military vehicle
training, we need to improve our system specifically for dense and
crowded urban environments. We plan to extract a larger variety of
features from both input images and reference data to derive more
frequent global measurements from our geo-registration process.
We also plan to improve semantic segmentation accuracy, by train-
ing more data from crowded urban environments.
Figure 10: Examples on the depth map quality using our system on downtown streets in urban city: (left to right) input image, semantic segmentation, rendered depth map without scene understanding, overlay without scene understanding, final depth map with scene understanding, and overlay with scene understanding. Depth color ranges from red to green, for small to large distance respectively.

Figure 11: Snapshots over our two evaluated environments from our augmented reality videos perceived during driving. The first two snapshots (training field) show inserted virtual helicopters behind two real pedestrians and the bush respectively. The final two snapshots (urban city) show inserted virtual characters on downtown streets.
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